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THMAG20 Therapeutic Magnetic Pulser Instructions 
 
The use of pulsed magnetic therapy is recognized in Canada as a beneficial aid to many ailments, chronic pain 
and other health issues. 
 
This product is not intended to cure or treat any disease. Government health departments and medical 
associations state that you must consult a medical doctor for treatment of all diseases. Individual results may 
vary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FEATURES 
 
The above shows a battery powered Magnetic Pulser that can provide relief from aches and pains, and improve upon 
many different health concerns and conditions.   
 
The unit is built in a small box that can easily fit into a shirt pocket or small pocket book with internal 9 volt battery.   
 
A jack allows plugging in the remote coil head that can be placed covertly on any part of the body.  
 
 Includes a 12 volt DC wall adapter for uninterrupted continuous operation while at home or near a 115 vac wall socket.   

A miniature Slider switch is used to change the pulse repetition rates to two values 8 and 2500 hz.  

These may be factory changed for additional cost. 

This Magnetic Pulser is designed so either the north or south pole can be applied to the body.   

The north pole appears to be the preferred in most applications.  

The coil strength is 25000 milli gauss and it pulses at 2500 / 8 times a second dependent on setting of switch.   

A small switch is used to turn the device off, a green LED indicates unit is on and batteries are ok.  

When an aluminum beer or pop can is held between your ear and this pulser you hear a strong distinct ringing as the can itself 

becomes the opposing polarity. If you hold the coil in front of a cathode ray type TV you can see lines forming on the 

screen. On some TV's the lines are visible when it's held as far away as 6 inches. 
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OPERATION 

• Open up the battery compartment on the box and insert a fresh 9 V alkaline battery into the clip terminals. 

• Insert the plug of the remote coil into the appropriate Jack on the unit. 

• You may also insert the plug from be included AC wall adapter into its appropriate Jack if you decide to use the unit 

at home or near an AC outlet. 

• Position the coil onto the target area and secure with a Velcro strap or an ace bandage or other means necessary. 

• Slide the power switch as shown in the photograph into the on position and note the green LED lighting. 

• Select the pulse rate of operation by the slider switch and begin your treatment. 

• You may also verify the operation of the coil as shown by the downloaded video on the website to get an idea of the 

performance of the unit. 

• Battery should last 2 to 3 hours before replacing.  This will be dependent on the length of you treatment sessions. 

• You might consider the optional rechargeable batteries offered as an optional item f the unit is used in the battery 

mode for long periods of time. 

• The unit will put out a more powerful pulse when used with the 12 volt ac adapter  

 

NOTES AND DATA 

This magnetic pulsing action is more powerful and effective than traditional magnetic therapy. The pulsing coil takes 

magnetic therapy to a whole new dimensional level with many yet to explore exciting break throughs and results. 

Permanent magnets, no matter how strong will not produce the same results as the pulsed fields of this device that now 

produce induced back-emf currents. To accomplish this requires a high-intensity, time-varying, magnetic impulse, not just a 

steady state magnetic field.  

Permanent magnets have their uses, but they work in different ways with different results. Equally important, is the fact that 

we have "electric-powered" brains: all our thoughts and perceptions consist of complex networks of electrical signals and 

electromagnetic fields that pulse and sweep throughout the brain. So it then makes sense that harmonic electrical revitalization 

of the brain can harmonically influence your mental state and positively alter mental effectiveness. 

Externally applied magnetic pulses to the lymphatic system, the spleen, kidney & liver, help neutralize germinating, latent and 

incubating parasites of all types, helping to block re-infection. This speeds up the elimination of disease, restores the immune 

system, and supports detoxification. The movement of the lymphatic system is essential in purifying, detoxifying and 

regenerating the body, supporting the immune system, and maintaining health. Normally the lymph is pumped by the 

movement of our body's electromagnetic field with vigorous exercise and physical activity. However, a clogged, sluggish, or 

weak lymphatic system prevents the body from circulating vital fluids and eliminating toxic wastes, thus weakening the 

immune system. It makes us vulnerable to infections and diseases. In order to be healthy, it is essential to keep the energy 

balanced and fluids moving so that the body's natural intelligence may operate in its full healing capacity. In addition, each cell 



must be enlivened with its own unique energetic frequencies and harmonic energy-state and be harmonically connected to the 

life-force energytm  throughout the rest of the body. 

Pulsed Electromagnetic Fields influence cell behavior by inducing electrical changes around and within the cell. Improved 

blood supply increases the oxygen pressure, activating and regenerating cells. Improved calcium transport increases 

absorption of calcium in bones and improves the quality of cartilage in joints, decreasing pain dramatically. Acute and even 

chronic pain may disappear completely. 

This device uses fast rise energy pulses of magnetic waves to stimulate certain body functions. It accelerates production of 

vitally important hormones often providing miraculous effects. Magnetic Pulsing aids in human growth hormone production and 

neo transmitter production. The results are remarkable, increasing vitality, sexuality, accelerated healing, learning and 

reduction of memory loss with even reports of increased psychic ability for some people. It revitalizes and rejuvenates. As we 

get older, hormone production drops off considerably and is a reason why we age. 

Users are experiencing faster healing of injuries, including bone fractures, carpal tunnel and drug free arthritis pain relief. The 

pulsed magnetic field stimulates blood flow and cellular respiration in the area applied. There are reports of migraine 

headaches ceasing after magnetic therapy is applied. 

This pulser coil head can be worn, held or wrapped to any part of the body with your hand or held in place with a tension 

bandage. You can use your pulser for treatment while driving and on the go, rather than having to stop and apply it when 

sitting or lying down as is necessary when using a 110 volt standard magnetic pulser. 

The unit and literature have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration in the USA. Government 

health departments and medical associations state that you must consult a medical doctor for treatment of all 

diseases. Individual results may vary. 

 
> Magnetic Pulser's have been registered as a Canadian medical device. At this  

> site there is one registered, 3rd from the top. 

> http://www.subtlenergy.com/page/products/sota_instruments.htm 

>  

> Documented results while using a Magnetic Pulser's can be found at:  

> http://www.magpulse.com/studies.shtml#mark63 

>  

> _________________________________________________________________ 

 


